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Band Aid
The British music invasion of the 80s was a large part of my growing part. One of the most seminal music
events during that decade was a charity super music group, Band Aid, helmed by Sir Bob Geldof and Midge Ure. The
band members included luminaries such as Bono, Boy George, George Michael, Bananarama, David Bowie and many
more. Their only single, “Do They Know It’s Christmas?”, was released on 3 Dec 1984 and went straight to the #1
chart and stayed there for many weeks. They were able to raise millions for the country, elicit social awareness and
inspired many others around the world to engage in celebrity diplomacy when the governments have failed their
people. However, Band Aid and its ensuing iterations of musical musings and charity concerts were not without
controversy. The mildest of which was character assassination of the founding members especially of Bob Geldof.
There was also a confrontation between the UK tax authority which have insisted that proceeds be taxed; an epitome
of greed and excess of neoliberalism brand of politics espoused by the Thatcher and Regan era. But the worst
controversy out of this well-intended gesture was that the money raised was perpetuating the then dictator, Mengistu
and his ruling party that has been accused of genocide. Money that was intended to end poverty instead was channelled
to Mengistu to assemble what was the largest cache of arms and military regime in the Africa continent.
What does a super music group, Band Aid, has to do with the current state of macro-economic and
geopolitical affairs? There is certainly a heightened sense of social inequality, introspection into the broken social
compacts between governments, businesses and the general populace, and questions around the efficacies of current
policy responses. We have discussed much of the first two topics in our previous Navigator, The four horsemen of the
Apocalypse, and for this issue will refocus on the efficacy of current policy responses. Much of the first phases of
policy responses on the fiscal and monetary fronts were intended to cushion the inevitable contraction
in activity and spikes in unemployment. They were band aid measures, temporary and not long-term
fixes as they are not sustainable from the angle of fiscal prudence and can elicit deleterious moral
hazards if kept for too long. However, since our last Navigator published in June, Europe and China have
announced what I term as the “2nd phase” of fiscal stimulus that will have significant long-term on growth, generate
better job opportunities while ensuring this planet we live in remains tenable for a longer while.
Before we delve into this 2nd phase of stimulus, let’s recap two issues. The interplay between the spread of the
virus and medical developments has on capital markets and an update on economic momentum. One of the most
remarkable aspects of this crisis has been speed in which medical technology rose to the challenge. We were able to
sequence this novel virus at a record time of 28 days, develop diagnostic test kits within ten days of sequencing the
virus, approved a readily available drug treatment by 1st of May, and now have half a dozen of vaccination candidates
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entering into Phase 3. Three from China (Sinovac, Wuhan Institute of Biological products/Sinopharm, Beijing Institute
of Biological products/Sinopharm) and the others are Moderna/NIAID, University of Oxford, Astra Zeneca, and
BioNtech/Fosum Pharma/Pfizer. Besides, there are another 20 candidates out of 165, that are already in Phase1 or 2
of clinical trials. The prospect of not one but several vaccines that will be available by end of the year with millions in
production by 1Q21 have certainly lifted the market’s sentiment. Goldman Sachs has postulated if a vaccine is
approved by end of 2020 and widely distributed by end of 2Q2021, their forecast for the US 2021 GDP growth will
be lifted from 5.6% to 6.2% with much of the improvement front loaded in the first half of the year. Unemployment
will halve from current 11.1% to 6.5% by the end of 2021; a 50bps lower than their previous forecast. Sadly, currently
the number of new cases and deaths continues to climb globally. Several projections estimate that the US will have
230-240k deaths by 1st November, 200K in Europe and more than 600k from the rest of the world with the Brazil
and India recording the largest increase. However, the stronger narrative for the capital markets, for now, is
as early as November (at the press, Russia has claimed it has developed the first vaccine if you choose to believe
them).
The stronger narrative for market now is the progress in vaccine rather than rising new cases and deaths

The other astounding aspect of this pandemic is the pace of economic recovery. Back in March,
we forecast a V-shape recovery for the global economy simply by adding up the tremendous fiscal and monetary
discharged and applying a conservative multiplier against the consensus projected economic losses. We contend the
global economic recession could end in 3Q20 though that view did generate much scepticism. However, based on the
latest data as well as high-frequency nowcasting models, our sanguine view might have been conservative as it appears
the global economy may have bottomed in June/July. The latest July global composite PMI reported its first expansion
since the pandemic started. Both manufacturing and services component recorded at 50.3 and 50.5 respectively.
Under the hood, the sub-indices points to an extended recovery as well with the PMI new manufacturing orders
minus inventories are in positive territory and are trending higher. The percentage of countries recording new order
rising more than inventories was also high at 78.5%. All the PMI sub-indices for services extended their month on
month recovery with the Business and Financial sub-indices back above 50 at 50.9 and 50.6 respectively, though
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to overlook the human cost and hang on the hope of a favourable outcome of a Phase 3 vaccine result

employment is still below 50. In the next few months, it will be critical to observe the employment index as labour in
the service sector has taken the biggest hit during this crisis.

Admittedly PMIs are diffusion indexes that measure the breadth of growth rather than actual growth.
However, if we regress the better than expected PMI reading of 50.79, 3Q20 GDP growth could come in at 2.0 to
2.25%, which marks the end of the recession after 1Q20 -11.7% decline and estimated -20% for 2Q20. Our economic
analysis is never left to just using one data set. If we look at some nowcasting models which incorporates a wider
range of monthly hard and soft data, it collaborates this view as well. For example, using the JPM nowcast model it is
indicating a 2.6% growth in 3Q20. We also track many alternative data that supports this near-term bullish view.
Chase consumer card spending in the US is just now -10% from early February level and the recovery is evident in
both on-premise and off-premise spending.
JPM Nowcasting projecting + growth in 3Q20

On and off premise card spending -10% from Feb

Another alternative data we use is interposing the Google Mobility Index (this index tracks the frequency of
visits and length of stay at various locations such as workplaces, grocery, pharmacy, retail and recreation and transit
stations) with Oxford Government Response Tracker Stringency Index (this index measures daily the extent of the
shutdown of 100 countries), we have a clear picture that government lockdown are easing and mobility has improved
which should usher an improvement in the economic momentum at least in the near term.
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Level and breath of PMI recovery is convincing and is recovering faster than 2008 GFC

Mobility improved according to Google

Oxford Government Stringency Index improving

easing of lockdowns, pent-up demand as well as an impressive public sector income support. No doubt this income
supports will fade in the coming month but we are not expecting spending to fall off a cliff. We expect manufacturing
to lead the 2nd leg of growth due to lean inventories and new product cycle in tech which will support manufacturing
employment. We are also encouraged by recent data in auto sales, which tend to have a disproportionate impact to
the global retail sales data. But an often-overlooked point supporting consumption is that personal saving rate is now
near all-time high in the US and are higher than in 2018 level in places like the UK, Japan and even the Euro area. If we
can avoid labour hysteresis with a boost in short-term employment and timely implementation of Phase 2 fiscal
stimulus that will provide long-term structurally resilient job opportunities, we could escape the risk of Ricardian
Equivalence.
Global retail sales can continue to rebounded supported by high savings rate and labour hysteresis is avoided

This leads us to what we term as Phase 2 fiscal stimulus. In our webinar hosted in April 2020, The Protagoras
Paradox Covid19 we provided a broad overview of the various countries’ fiscal and monetary responses. They were
no doubt impressive in size and speed of the execution but poignantly they were very well crafted and designed to
provide businesses and consumers short-term reprieve via a slew of income supports, access to low cost funding
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Latest data on global retail sales saw a 20% surge in June after an 8% jump in May which is consistent with the

coupled with debt forbearance and guarantees. Since then more details have since been released allowing us to delve
deeper into the constituents of the responses. We have separated the policies to what we deem as the short
term but necessary supports to prevent their economies into an abysmal tailspin from those that have
a longer lasting economic impact. It is obvious the initial responses are cater for the former. Using US as
an illustration, their combined fiscal responses amounted to USD5.6 trn (28% of its GDP) but only $32bn was
dedicated for improving its communication infrastructure and $31bn for agricultural spending; policies we deem to
have longer term impact.

USA

Band-aid Fiscal Policies

Long-Term Fiscal Policies

1st Phase - Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental
Appropriations Act
Enacted on 4th March 2020, USD 8.3 bn bill for coronavirus vaccine
R&D
2nd Phase - Families First Coronavirus Response Act
-

32 bn – Communication
Systems
31 bn – Agricultural
Spending

Enacted on 18th March 2020, USD 104 bn package focused on paid
sick leave and unemployment benefits.
3rd Phase - Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act
-

Signed on 27th March 2020, CARES Act entails a whopping USD 2 tn
stimulus package (10% of GDP)
Of the ~ USD 2 tn package:
o 500 bn – Corporate Bailout Fund
o 350 bn – Pay-Check Protection Program
o 340 bn – State and Local Governments
o 300 bn - One-time cash payments
o 260 bn - Unemployment benefits
Stimulus Package for GFC in 2009 was at USD 831 bn
4th Phase – Paycheck Protection Program & Healthcare Enhancement Act
-

-

“Interim” CARES Act enacted on 24th April 2020
Additional 383 bn for Paycheck Protection, with 60 bn reserved for
smaller businesses
Additional 100 bn for healthcare providers

5th Phase – Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus Emergency Solutions
(HEROES) Act (Pending)
-

Proposed legislation acting as USD 3 tn stimulus package
Of the ~ USD 3 tn package:
o 1.13 tn – Emergency Supplemental Appropriations to Federal
(additional funds to supplement current enacted act covering
emergencies, such as disaster relief or need for fund is
deemed too urgent to be postponed to next year’s bill)
o 485 bn – Safety net spending
o 435 bn – Rebates (inclusive of USD 1200 check per individual)
o 382 bn – Health Care Spending
o 290 bn – Support small businesses and employee retention –
modification to PPP
o 290 bn – Reduction in income tax
o 254 bn – Limited Business Loss Reduction
o 202 bn – Housing-related expenses
o 191 bn – Student Loan Relief
o 190 bn – Hazard Pay for essential workers
o 48 bn – Pensions and Retirement relief
(possibly longer term impact)

Source: US Congress, Snell, O’ Melveny, Federal Reserve, US Treasury
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Region

While the US continues to be mired in political gridlock on their 5th phase of band aids, Europe and China
have forged ahead with their 2nd phase of fiscal responses. The most impressive is Europe’s extension
of their Phase 1 policy aptly titled “Next Gen EU Recovery Fund”. Their 2nd phase encompasses a EUR
1.1trn stimulus over the next 7 years, or 8% of its GDP, that is focused on four pillars. A EUR 377.7bn “Cohesion,
Resilience and Values” component that focus on strengthening economic and social bonds within the EU zone with
the intention of reducing the disparities between the Southern and the Northern states. EUR 356.4bn funding focuses
on natural resources and environmental protection. EUR132.8bn to integrate the zone digitally. And the last pillar that
covers a wide spectrum immigration, defence and improving the civil service. The center-piece of this 2nd phase is the
EU Green Deal which aim to reduce greenhouse emissions to net zero by 2050. It will be leveraged to fund EUR7trn

Region
EU

Band-aid Fiscal Policies
European Recovery Fund (Next Gen EU)
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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After historical meeting lasting five days, 27 EU
leaders managed to find a joint response to
tackle unprecedented economic challenges
posed by COVID-19 crisis.
Called the Recovery and Resilience Fund, fiscal
stimulus stands at EUR 750 billion (5.5% of EU
GDP)
Stimulus package for GFC in 2009 was 0.3% of
GDP
Purpose of fund is to finance investment projects
aimed at LT growth potential, with key focus on
digitalization and ecological transition (could be
LT Fiscal Spending)
Of the EUR 750 billion:
o 390 bn – Grants
o 360 bn - Loans
Within the EUR 390 bn grant, ~70% will go to
specially weighted recovery and resilience
facility (RRF) from 2021-2022, remaining ~30%
fully committed by 2023.
Grant aims support member states to recover,
proportionally more for smaller countries.
Grant allocation is estimated by JPM to be as
such (EUR):
o 82 bn – Italy (4.6% of GDP)
o 75 bn – Spain (5.8% of GDP)
o 15 bn – Portugal (7.2% of GDP)

Phase 2: Long-Term Fiscal Policies
7 Year EU Budget – Multiannual Financial
Framework
•
Accounts for EUR 1.1 tn of fiscal stimulus
spending over the next 7 years.
o 377.7 bn – Cohesion,
Resilience, and Values –
strengthen economic and social
cohesion, reducing disparities in
the level of development
between regions (includes
cohesion policy funds, recovery
and resilience facility, union civil
protection mechanism –
RescEU, Health Programme)
o

356.4 bn – Natural Resources
and Environment (includes
common agricultural policy and
Just Transition Fund)

o

132.8 bn – Single market,
Innovation, and Digital Accounts
(includes Horizon Europe and
InvestEU Fund)

o

22.7 bn – Migration and Border
Management
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worth of investments with the potential of creating 100mn jobs by 2050.

o
o
•

•

19 bn – Greece (10.1% of GDP)
Others

EUR 360 bn Loans are highly concessional,
having lower interest rate than sovereign debt
and maturity of up to 40 years.
JPM cited, recovery fund is not a bail-out tool
but rather, a symmetric recovery across
countries to tackle long-standing structural
issues.

o
o
o

13.2 bn – Security and Defence
98.4 bn – neighbourhood and
world
73.1 bn – Public Administration

EU Green Deal : EUR 7 tn investments to cut
greenhouse emissions to net zero by 2050E.
•
•
•

Potentially create up to 100 mn jobs in
energy by 2050.
Up to 98 tn added to Global GDP, >100%
of 2019 Global GDP.
Deal allows CAPEX to more than double
to c. EUR 160 bn per annum, from EUR
60 bn in 2020.

Source: JP Morgan, Deutsche Bank, Goldmand Sach, EU Comission

In China, the first phase involved a RMB3.6 trn (4.5% of GDP) were focus on improving liquidity, accelerating
launched a New Infrastructure Plan that emphasizes domestic competency and reduced reliance on the US. It will
focus on AI, industrial IoT, improving inter-city commute, 5G rollout, EV and UHV initiatives for a total RMB15trn to
spend over the next five years. It is expected to create 200K engineering jobs and reduce their energy footprint by
RMB 5trn of cost savings. The government will support 20% of the costs as well.
China “New Infrastructure Plan” focuses on domestic self-sufficiency

Source: Gao Hua Securities Research

Region
China

Band-aid Fiscal Policies
Stimulus Package
•
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RMB 3.6 tn (4.5% of GDP)
o 1 tn – Special treasury bonds
o 1.6 tn – Increase in special bond quota
o 0.5 tn – Additional business tax cuts
and fee reductions

Long-Term Fiscal Policies
New Infrastructure Plan
•
Ease reliance on US and focus on
Domestic New Infrastructure.
•
Plan estimated to be ~ RMB 2 tn in 2020.
•
Potentially reach ~ RMB c. 15 tn in 20202025E, (CAGR 9%)
•
New Infrastructure Project could create
200k+ direct engineering jobs per
annum, together with cost savings of
RMB 5 tn until 2025.
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funding for already announced state funded infrastructure projects and tax cuts for businesses. They subsequently

•

Chinese Government will fund ~20% of
New Infrastructure Project in 20202025E.

Source: Peterson Institute of International Economics, China Briefing, Goldman Sachs

We doubt much will be done in the US from now till election. However, we do have a glimpse of what a
Biden presidency will push for if elected. There is a $2.0trn infrastructure plan to be executed in four years which
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includes ambitious green proposals to set the US to be carbon free by 2035. It hopes it will create millions of jobs.

Asset Allocation Strategy
The reason we have gone great lengths to distinguish the much-needed band aid policies versus longer-term
far-reaching ones is that the latter can have a profound impact on medium-term growth and could alter our square
root (with a declining horizontal line) economic trajectory path we have been advocating since April. Furthermore,
valuation and positioning are excessive in many asset classes and for asset prices to rally further after what has already
been a stupendous rally, economic growth and resulting earnings must deliver. If we use the equities, credit and
commodities price movements pre and post recessions, this 2020 move has rebounded faster than past 6 recessions
and is at level commiserating 12months after a recession in contrast to what we believe we only passed one or two
months from the trough while still harbouring a cautious medium-term outlook. The broadest measure of valuation is
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comparing the market capitalization of the US stock market to its GDP which is currently at 171.5%, higher than the
levels in the dot-com bust and pre the Great Depression! A persuasive counter-argument to this concern is “riskfree” rates have never been this low before which should bid up valuations.
Market Cap as % GDP highest ever now

Equities: In our last Navigator published in June, we downgraded Equities to Neutral and we are further
downgrading to Underweight now. Valuation, seasonality and US election risks weigh heavy on our mind.
Earnings is less of a risk as evidenced in 2Q earnings season in which 84% of US companies beat consensus estimate,
marking the highest level of beats in the last 10 years. In Europe, 62% of companies beat and is the highest beat since
4Q16 and even in Japan 58% of companies have beaten estimates and is the high end of its three years range. But
MSCI World Equities valuation is now the most expensive since 2002 though not quite at dot-com expensive. Aug
and September have historically been the worst months of the year and October are notorious for its massive eventdriven decline. The final point on the US election, without being prejudicial to my preference, a change of presidency
and if a full house flips over to the Democrats, which is now a rising possibility, has always been the worst outcome.
Equities valuation is expensive in every way you cut it
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Past and furious recovery

outperformance year-to-date, relative expensive valuation and very narrow breath of recovery. Speaking of the
narrow breadth of recovery which is largely concentrated in tech stocks and in fact in just a few mega-cap tech
stocks, there is rising concern this leadership could capitulate. Currently, the US tech sector trades at 5.2 turn
premium to S&P on a forward PE but in the context of dot-com excessiveness, it is not there yet.
US Tech is trading at a premium to S&P but not excessively large

Source: Bloomberg

Critically, when we compare the dotcom era and current tech darlings, the last 3 years 167% increase in
prices of the current favourites, FAAMG, is driven largely by 120% increase in EPS during the same period and aided
by 21% PE multiple expansion. In contrast, the Dot-com darlings such as Cisco, Microsoft, 661% increase in prices
were driven more by multiple expansion (246% increase in multiple) versus similarly 120% increase in earnings. The
FAAMG is trading at 40.5x forward PE in contrast to the dot-com peers peak of 71x PE even though the FAAMG
ROE is 1.4x higher the dot-com average. As for China tech, we are less concerned given its superior earnings growth
and expected passive inflows from the introduction of new indices and inclusions to existing indices should provide
near-term support.
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Most of our underweight in equities came from reducing our China and US equity exposures due to their

Current tech favorites price increase driven more by increase in earnings than PE

Source: Bloomberg

On an absolute basis, our tech exposure while is still the largest in our equities portfolio, have been reduced
materially in the past few months. The next largest sector is in a secular trend of rising healthcare spending. We

Fixed Income: No change still underweight. The dearth of reasonable yield from acceptable credit quality is
frightening. There are only two asset classes that have more than $1trn bond outstanding or market capitalization
offering a yield to maturity or dividend yield of at least 5%. The US High Yield market, which has a lot of energy
companies and the US Leveraged Loans that are lending to SME borrowers. Reflecting our guarded optimism around
Phase 2 fiscal responses, the recent US 10 yield low of 0.50% appears to have over-shot. We reduced our long-dated
treasuries and added more treasury inflation protection instrument instead. Within credit, there is no change
eschewing high yield for investment grade. Within the regions, we prefer the US over Europe due to the Fed’s
unlimited commitment. We prefer to own financials credits and defensive sectors such as utilities, tech companies
while selectively picking up Chinese property developers’ new issuances.
You can’t always get what you want in fixed income

Source: JP Morgan
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continued to like strong brands in the consumer discretionary space while picking up some travel-related stocks.

FX: Our call for USD to weaken in June has materialized, we close out our long EUR/short USD but will still
be looking to short USD as we believe the 7 years USD descend has begun.

Commodities: Underweight with long Gold as the key expression though we did trim some Gold during its
recent big rally.
Alternatives: As we expect black swans to occur more frequently, we have recently added a tail-risk manager that is
and are currently exploring more uncorrelated strategies including digital currencies strategies.

Featured Picture/Quote:

Do they know it’s Christmas click for the music video.

Edward Lim, CFA
Chief Investment Officer
edwardlim@covenant-capital.com
Risk Disclosure
Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Covenant Capital (“CC”) may not have taken any steps to ensure that the securities or
financial instruments referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor. CC will not treat recipients as its customers by their receiving the report. The investments or services
contained or referred to in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments
or investment services. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your
circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. The price, value of and income from any of the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can
fall as well as rise. The value of securities and financial instruments is affected by changes in a spot or forward interest and exchange rates, economic indicators, the financial standing of
any issuer or reference issuer, etc., that may have a positive or adverse effect on the income from or the price of such secu rities or financial instruments. By purchasing securities or
financial instruments, you may incur above the principal as a result of fluctuations in market prices or other financial indices, etc. Investors in securities such as A DRs, the values of which
are influenced by currency volatility, effectively assume this risk.
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The curious case of the US$ 7 years itch

